Acute Angling's
Amazon Fishing News
The Quarterly Exotic Species Newsletter
Spring, 2018

. If you’re hoping to fish during our
upcoming 2018/2019 season, now is the time to get your space reserved. As a result of our winter show season and the extended
planning most anglers use, a limited number of spaces remain open.

If you’re looking farther ahead, planning a group, or just
have a very specific date in mind, now is the time to get your
reservations in place. Our 2019/2020 season has it’s broadest range of group options available right now and you’ll
have plenty of time to get your trip arranged. For more information, see page 8 or call us at 866 832-2987.

.... Spring Notes ....


Show Season Finishes - We’ve just
finished our annual pilgrimage to the
country’s top fishing shows. We’re
already planning next year’s circuit. We
thank all of you who visited with us and
hope to see you all again next time.
 Seminars Available - Every year
from April thru August, we offer fishing
clubs and other outdoor sporting organizations the opportunity to reserve one
of our great seminars, presented by Paul
Reiss, PhD. Make your next big meeting
memorable with an exciting presentation
about the incredible Amazon.
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Our unique client Photo Gallery went
live on our website last year. Since then,
over 70 Acute Angling clients have opened a
personal photo gallery on our website, posting hundreds of excellent Amazon fishing
photos. All of these anglers became eligible
to win one of 2 free trips and 18 more great
prizes once their galleries were posted.
When our contest closed, April 1st, our
panel of five Amazon experienced judges,
went to work. Here are the results;
Our first
Prize
Volume Winners
group of prizes
Free Trip Ralph Hayes
Frank Cholewa
was awarded to
Rick Klotz
the galleries
Jimmy Hicks
that simply
Lure kit
Jim Micinillio
received the
Lure kit
Steve Ahrenberg
most visits.
Lure kit
Gary Nichols
Lure kit
IGFA Record Holder These anglers
Lure kit
Dr. Felipe Martinez shared their
Lure kit
Bill Tieleman
photos on social media, by email and by invitation to
their friends and family. And it paid off!
Our second group of prizes was awarded by our judges based on the quality, interest, artistry and appeal of the Gallery. Using

a point system similar to the way sports MVP
awards are determined, the judges chose a selection of excellent perPrize
Volume Winners
sonal efforts.
Free Trip Christi Bender
Gary Weathers
If you’ve never
Julayna Pistone
fished with us, you
John Ducksbury
need to look at these
Lure kit
Ed Smith
Galleries. Most of
Lure kit
Steve Martino
them tell the story of
Lure kit
Bill Tieleman
an angler’s Amazon
Lure kit
John Cameron
Lure kit
Wayne Kovar
experience from their
Lure kit
Joe Paranee
point of view. It’s
the most honest and informative travelogue you’re
ever likely to see. You’ll understand why it’s time
to stop putting off the fishing trip of a lifetime and
create your own bucket-list Amazon experience.
We want our website to be a place where our
clients can share their Amazon experiences, photographic expertise and fishing mojo with the
world! And yes, to bring our fishing family more
closely together and provide everyone who’s ever
fished with us an opportunity to tell their Amazon
tales, we’re planning more contests in the future.
If you’ve already fished with us or are booked
for next season, simply open a Gallery of your
own. Now’s the time to get started on creating
your winning entry. Just post your selected photos, make your comments and titles and let the
world know it’s there. Since only anglers who
have fished with us in the past or during this upcoming season can have a Gallery, your chances
of winning are extremely high. Wouldn’t it be
great if the fishing trip you just enjoyed won you a
chance to do it all again?
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Acute Angling is a pioneering Amazon operator. For over 2
decades, we’ve explored a host of new Amazon fisheries. Some
have proven to be consistently productive and we continue to fish them today.
Some simply didn’t provide adequate
returns. But, we always savor the adventure and experience provided before we
decide to move on.
This river, however, has already
shown us what it’s capable of, so we
have high expectations. Our visit, six
years ago produced a 24 pound fish, two
others over 20 pounds and nearly a half
dozen more in the teens for 2 anglers in
3 short days. And the water was a bit
high at the time! With over 200 miles of
complex water to explore, this fishery is
highly reminiscent of the Rio Unini’s
structure We anticipate an extremely
exciting and productive exploration.
Warning - Exploratory trips are not for everyone. They
can include basic accommodations, simple meals, untrained staff,
and unpredictable itineraries. You’ve got to be in it for the adventure or you’re better off with our tried and true regularly sched-

uled trips. But if this is your type of thing, there’s nothing more
exciting and adventurous! Together with your hosts, Paul Reiss
and Wellington Melo, we’ll put this
river to a true test. What species are
here? Will we find a world record? We’ll figure it all out together. Our exploratory anglers always have
a very special Amazon experience. They visit a pristine river, catch a
species mix they might never otherwise
encounter and take away lifelong memories. Even when they don’t lead to
new destinations, our explorations always provide first class fishing adventure and fun.
Anglers will arrive via a long (6
hours, with one stop) floatplane flight to
this extremely remote region. We are
operating for three weeks, eight anglers
per week, at $7950 per angler. All spaces are full with the exception of one space on Sept. 26th—
October 3rd. You can buy cheaper trips and more expensive trips,
but you can’t buy this kind of experience anywhere else at any
price. Call us now, toll-free, for more information. 866 832-2987.

In order for Americans (and Canadians, Australians and
many others) to enter Brazil, a visa is required, in addition to your
passport. Brazil requires this in reciprocity with those countries
that require it of Brazil (like the U.S.). If you have fished with us
in the past you know that, until now, the process has been somewhat daunting. There is a large quantity of information needed by
the consulate, while the process itself requires uploading an array
of forms and documents to their servers.
Your passport must also be physically delivered to the consulate. That means you can’t
use it during the processing procedure. The
good news; it’s good for 10 years and it’s
pasted right into your passport
Unless you live near one of the big-city
consulates, most people opt to have a visa
service take care of delivering their passport
and obtaining the visa. We have depended
on the specialists at ItsEasy Passport & Visa
Services to help our anglers navigate the
visa process. One of the largest and most
established names in the business, they provide easy to understand
overviews, instructions and forms, real time order tracking, online chat services, email updates, a dynamic website with the most
up-to-date requirement changes, and the highest levels of digital
security. Their dedicated specialists provide hands-on assistance
via the industry's best primary and extended hours call center.
This past January, the Brazilian Consulate introduced a new
option, the e-visa; an alternative to the traditional paper visa for
travelers to Brazil. The newly introduced e-visa can be completed
entirely on-line, accessed directly on the home page of the consulate’s website. Here is a comparison of the two options.

The paper version requires either a personal visit to the consulate or the use of a visa service (as most anglers opt for). Typical
processing time is approximately 30 business days (depending on
the consulate and current backlog). The visa is then permanently
attached to your passport and is good for a period of 10 years. The
fees are: $160 to the consulate; $69 to ItsEasy; and an optional $45
if you wish to have the service upload your documents for you.
The online visa process takes from 5 to 10
business days. You do not need to send your
passport to the consulate. Your visa will be
emailed to you. The entire process can be done
on your computer or other appropriate device. The fees are $40 to the consulate with a
$4.24 processing fee and an optional $45 if you
wish to have ItsEasy Visa Service upload your
documents to the consulate’s website. This
visa is good for a period of 2 years and is a
great option if you are making a one-time trip
to Brazil or want to take advantage of some of
our short notice trips when they are available.
Like many new systems, it’s been a bit glitchy in its early stages. There are still some challenges getting everything to work, particularly a high rate of rejected visa photos. Feedback from our clients indicates that you may need to retake your photo two to three
times to get one that is acceptable. We’re confident though, that the
bugs will be ironed out soon and the e-visa will be a simple and cost
effective alternative to the paper visa. For more information and to
see a video comparing the two options, visit our page on ItsEasy
Visa’s site at: https://www.itseasy.com/login/923334166
Either option will get you fishing in the Amazon. Choose the one
that’s right for you and you’ll be good to go.
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Charles Shull of Seattle, WA sent
us this mini-photo essay of his trip.

Some fishing trips are all about a particular fish, some about a single
experience —This one is a lot more. It boasts over a dozen gamefish species, a remarkable range of habitat, an exclusive Indian reservation fishery, a pristine gallery forest and one of the Amazon’s most beautiful rivers—then it combines them all into the ultimate Amazon adventure.
Your trip starts with a spectacular floatplane ride over the central
Amazon jungle in a new Cessna Caravan, landing in a quiet pool between
the rapids of this beautiful mountain river. A short boat ride brings you
to our comfortable new rustic lodge built on an island in the middle of the
river. Here you’ll find more creature comforts than you can imagine this
deep in the middle of the world’s largest wilderness. The spacious cabins
are built on stilts right into the island’s trees. With lovely views of the
river, each cabin boasts individual air-conditioning, private bathrooms,
en-suite showers and 110V electricity. This is not roughing it!
Your day starts with a sumptuous breakfast, then it’s off to the river.
Our guides are native Ishkaryana Indians who have lived their entire
lives on this water. They know every inch of it and exactly where to find
the habitat that holds the fish you target. And what an array of species!
Nowhere else can you find so many “River Monsters” in one trip.
All of the fierce predators; monster wolfish, giant payara, powerful
peacock bass, deep running pescada and acrobatic bicuda. And the Amazon’s most famous giant catfish; huge redtails, chunky jau, tough jundira,
beautiful sorubim and the Amazon superstar, the goliath piraiba, growing
to over 350 pounds and over 9 feet in length! Want more? There are several species of pacu, some reaching nearly 10 lbs., huge piranha, over 8
lbs., aracu, bocão, mandí and more! This is not a region where you go to
catch great numbers of fish, rather, it is a unique Amazon biosphere
where anglers can encounter a great variety of different exotic species.
Don’t want to fish every minute? Have a non-fishing partner? This
is one the few angling destinations where you can both be more than happy! Let our Indian guides show you their community; join them in
nighttime jungle forays; take nature-walks; look for wildlife; go birdwatching; kayak our beautiful, fast-water river; and when each day’s adventure is over, return to our comfortable lodge. You can enjoy an icecold cocktail and delicious appetizers while soaking in our natural, riverformed jacuzzi before an elegant dinner, complete with fine wines.
Want more adventure? For those eager to leave the laid-back atmosphere of our comfortable lodge, fish your way upriver to our satellite
camp. Bivouac in a well-quipped safari-style camp in the midst of the
deepest Amazon jungle … not your typical KOA. Live off the land, eat
what you catch and experience waters that even the Indians rarely see.
Join us at comfortable Picapau Lodge on the most unique of all Amazon rivers, the beautiful Rio Travessao. Experience a one-of-a-kind

Monster
Wolfish.

Yup, jaguar.

Piraiba

Tapir

In our upriver satellite
camp, anglers trade fishing
lies over cocktails, while
dinner cooks over the fire.

adventure in an untouched land that time forgot.

See more in
his personal
Photo Gallery - here.

More Photos - From Our Multi-species Lodge
Ralph Hayes
La Mesa, CA

Click here to see our
angler’s Photo Galleries

Dale Thomas
Prescott
AZ
Bradley
Gungoll,
Luther,
OK

Tommy Rice,
Humble, TX
Doc Hatton,
West Milford,
NJ

Fred Lewis,
Westwood, NJ
Dale Thomas
Prescott, AZ

Jerry
Dollar.
Pelham,
GA

Carrie
Rice,
Houston,
TX

Jay
Henning,
Seattle,
WA

Charles
Shull,
Seattle,
WA,

Brian
Sartain,
W. Palm
Beach,
FL
Charlie
Jones,
Midland,
TX

John Eames,
London England

Steven
Mundy,
Zionsville,
IN

Brian
Sartain,
W. Palm
Beach,
FL
Bonnie
Athey,
Laramie,
WY

John
Eames,
London

Dale Thomas
Prescott, AZ

Paul Friend,
Auckland,
New Zealand
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Click for More information about this trip

Arrive on a Cessna Caravan floatplane
and live aboard our comfortable airconditioned floating Bungalows

Leaves Manaus
2019

Returns

Fall 2019 - Variety

Price

Bungalow Trip

Availability
- Rio Piranima

DE3

Sept. 6, 2019

Sept. 13

$4295

- - open -

DE3

Sept. 13, 2019

Sept. 20

$4295

- 4 openings -

DE4

Sept. 20, 2019

Sept. 27

$4295

- 4 openings -

Sept ‘19

This might be the best deal in the Amazon. Experience, a remote, exotic fishery in the heart of the
planet’s most primeval wilderness for less than the cost
of puttering around after Florida’s little-bitty butterfly
peacocks in the shadow of Miami’s airport. And you get
oh so much more! The peacocks here (Cichla pinima)
are much bigger than Florida’s (up to 17 pounds) with
excellent numbers (15 to 40 per day is typical).
This fishery surprised us with its species richness
too. It yields three giant catfish species (redtails over
100 lbs., sorubim to 30 lbs. and filhote to well over 100
lbs.). To our delight we also encountered some of the
biggest aruana we’ve ever seen, nearly a meter long!
And to add a bit of sauce on top of this fishy casserole,
the Piranima also holds apapá, the Amazon’s biggest
sardines. Ever catch a violent, top-water-blasting SARDINE? Probably not, unless you’ve explored the Amazon. Nowhere else can you find an exotic trip like this,
especially not at a price even remotely close.
Want even more for your $4250! Enjoy the comfort,
convenience and security of our mobile floating bungalows; a refined trip mechanism that provides amazing
jungle comfort! Enjoy excellent meals, private bath-

rooms, hot showers and air-conditioning. Experience the exclusivity of
floatplane access and the excitement of casting to virgin waters with the
Amazon’s foremost fishing experts. … Call now (866 832-2987) or email
us and enjoy a bucket list trip without having to win the lottery!

What Species Can You Find Here? Apapa, Giant Catfish, Aruana, Pinima Peacocks & More!
Giant
Redtail
Catfish

Pinima
Peacock
bass

Pinima
Peacock
bass

Acrobatic
Apapa

We offer fishing
kayaks in our
operations

World
Record
size
Aruana

World
Record
size
Aruana

Fall 2017 - Winter 2018 Client Trophy Peacock Photos
We had a great fishing season on our Floating Bungalows and our Blackwater Explorer … and Acute Anglers take
great photos - The result? Too many for a single issue! We’ve presented some now and saved some for our next issue.
Guy Smith
Oakville, ON
Canada

Troy Wisely,
Fremont, MI

Kurt Kropp
Schererville, IN
Bill Shapiro,
Arlington,
TX

Kent Carlson
Milwaukee,
WI

Brandon
Shapiro,
Arlington,
TX

Rick Lemp.
St. Louis,
MO

Ryan Jennings,
McCordsville, IN

Mike
Rivette,
Albany,
NY

Steven Combs,
Peoria, AZ

Christie Geernaert,
Sebastopol, CA

Bart Hill, Flagstaff,
AZ

Cole Carpenter,
Lexington, SC

Lisa Stratton,
El Cajon CA
Sandy
Carpenter,
Punta Gorda, FL

Acute Anglers take lots of great photos and some make it into our newsletter, but all can make it onto our website in
each angler’s very own Photo Gallery. Not only can you show off your catches and share your experiences, but you
become eligible to win a free trip in one of our Photo Gallery contests. This years winners can vouch for it!

See more pictures in our Client’s Photo Galleries.
Click here to see our anglers Photo Galleries

Click here to request a Gallery of your own
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… In Pursuit of perfection ...
No one wants to read an article about a business extolling its
own virtues. Boring! We won’t do that here. After all, we’ve
written this in the hope that you’ll actually want to read it. So,
we’ll stick to telling you things that matter to you and affect you
directly, as an angler, a traveler and a client of ours. Every trip,
every client report, and yes, every complaint is a learning experience. We believe that knowledge is power and we use every bit of
information we can get to build our competence and your loyalty.
We’ve been around a long time … 24 years now … making us
one of the early pioneers in Amazon fishing. We’ve learned a lot
during that time. It’s helped us build our great reputation and loyal
customer base and allowed us to grow to where we are today, but
we have no intention of standing still. Although perfection may
not be an achievable goal, it’s certainly a good target.
What have we learned in the past?
We started out doing what most everyone offering Amazon
trips is still doing. Booking anglers via an often undependable
organizer/outfitter who was at the mercy of an owner/operator with
sometimes sketchy resources. This left us a long way from perfection with two levels of external entities messing up the product we
wanted to deliver. Frankly, many were fly-by-nights, even fakes.
So, we built our own yacht, our own bungalow camp and our own
lodge. We own, operate, outfit and organize them all. We accomplished step 1 - we took control of our own destiny … no middlemen, no layers of excuses; just us, one single responsible entity.
We learned that one flavor of fishing doesn’t suit everyone’s
tastes. Different anglers have different goals and expectations. So
we’ve created a menu of different trips to fulfill almost any anglers
dreams. We have trips focused on numbers and consistent productivity for the angler who wants constant action. We have trips for
the trophy hunter, who lives and dreams of the biggest fish in the
river. And we have trips that provide amazing variety for the pursuer of “river monsters”. But no matter what an angler’s goals, we

also learned that no one wants to rough it if they don’t have to. So,
all of our operations provide total safety, security and comfort.
Each of our accommodations are fully equipped with “jungle luxury” - air-conditioning, private bathrooms, en-suite hot showers,
gourmet food and fine wines. No roughing it is required.
What have we done for you lately?
We strive to make all aspects of your trip as smooth as possible. We provide an extensive suite of turn-key pre-trip services ,
that are simply included from the moment you sign up. To provide
a broad experience during your trip, we offer in-trip extras like
catfishing, indigenous village visits, jungle hikes, seminars, shore
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lunches, spotlighting adventures, Brazilian barbeques and more.
Some extras are found outside the regular trip environment. We
offer an array of adjuncts and add-ons that you won’t see anywhere
else. We offer kayak fishing as a no-charge option. Catching a
powerful peacock bass, pugnacious payara or massive Amazon catfish is incredibly exciting, no matter how you do it. Imagine the added intensity of experiencing it up close and personal from a kayak!
It is the ultimate combination of primeval wilderness paddle-sport
with exotic species angling.
Last year, we created a
brand new, 1-day arapaima addon, exclusively for our Acute
Anglers … and we guarantee at
least one hook-up! Who else
We use Ascend FS-10 Fishing Kayaks
guarantees fishing results?
We operate one-of-a-kind full scale exploratory trips and invite
Acute Anglers to join us. Exploratory anglers always have a special
Amazon experience you can’t buy anywhere else at any price. Want
more? We have a unique online photo gallery where anglers can
share their Amazon experiences; logoed gear items perfect for your
trip; contests where you can win prizes up to and including free Amazon trips; and a convenient on-line tackle shop.
What’s coming in the future.
You tell us what we need to do to chase perfection. Each angler
is given a post-trip questionnaire on their return, designed to gather
their comments, suggestions and complaints. We listen closely to
your feedback. Each report is reviewed and shared with our entire
staff during our June team-building and planning meetings. It may
take some time for us to get back to you or to act on a suggestion,
but we get there. As per your suggestions, we are now implementing; added office staff to answer phones and questions during a
broader time frame; laminated translation cards for on-the-water
communication; partnership with an in-city tourist agency to offer
professional sightseeing tours.
We’ve come up with a few things
The smile
too! We’re currently working to protells it all.
vide a package of world-class extraction This is our
goal!
and full trip cancellation insurance to
every client of ours at a flat price; less
than ½ the usual. We’re updating our
world class website to make it even
easier to use. We’re automating our
business systems for more efficient handling of your documents, trip components and itineraries and making it easier to join our family of Acute Anglers.
So, even though chasing perfection
may be considered “fighting a losing
battle”, it is a most effective way of
striving for improvement. We love
what we do and we want to make sure
that you love it too. The best way to
ensure that, is to make everything so
seamless that all you have to think
about is fishing, eating, drinking and
experiencing. Like the song says “We
may be fighting a losing battle, but having a lot of fun trying to win”
(written by the great Brownie Mc Gee and covered by many, many artists since).
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon,
is the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This
column will appear from time to time in an effort to report
actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
Website Update Planned - What we do is pretty complicated stuff, but that doesn’t mean our website has to be complicated too. Many of you have praised its unparalleled content and
completeness, but many have also suggested we make it clearer
and easier to navigate. We hear you and we’re planning a complete reorganization of how our wealth of information is found.
Moreover, we’re planning to make it easier than ever to see
what’s available and to reserve a trip right from our website.
We Welcome Helen Reiss and Joe Fanelli - Last year our
Brazilian staff grew to help us provide even better service, support and fishing success on our Amazon trips. This year, our
U.S. based team is growing. Two experienced Amazon hands
are joining our staff to help serve you better, both before and
after your trip. Helen, a business process and systems analysis
specialist, is heading up our administrative and systems development program to ensure that every aspect of our U.S. operations work smoothly. She can be reached at extension 4 on our
toll-free number and will help extend our ability to answer angler calls and questions.
Joe, an experienced international angler with extensive
Amazon knowledge has joined our team as V.P. Business Development and can be reached at Extension 5 on 866 832-2987.

Our Arapaima Add-on trip has proven
to be an excellent new feature for Acute
Anglers. It’s quick, easy, comfortable and
productive and allows our anglers to have
yet another one-of-a-kind experience. So,
we’re motivated to protect this fishery for
the long term. Arapaima are notorious for
succumbing to excessive stress and handling. We want to minimize break-offs or
extended struggles, thus we’ll be providing
the rods and reels and line to be used here.
We’ve gone top shelf; The reels are
Shimano Tranx 400 baitcasters and Shimano Stradic 4500 Spinning reels. The rods
are Okuma Graphite XH Shadow Stalkers.
Loaded with Power Pro lines these rigs will
ensure fish safety and angler satisfaction.
Arapaima fishing is normally tough.
Most of the waters that hold them are rich
in food, making them choosy and lazy; preferring slow moving
prey and inhalable shrimp over artificial lures. By the time these
beasts get hungry, the rains come and they leave their dry season
lakes to rejoin the river-spanning flooded forests. You simply

Group Programs - Want to close our yacht, bungalows or lodge
for your group exclusively? It’s easier than you think! We have
group programs for each of our trips that let you hold a date and test
the waters with your group before you finalize a trip. You can take all
your fishing buddies along and no outsiders (so you can all behave
just as poorly as on that last trip to Mexico ... sheesh!). Or make it
just the family (… surely your mother-in-law would love to go).
Group programs include significant discounts. Group availability
tends to disappear fast since it depends on completely open dates!
Here’s what’s available for 2018/2019;
Don’t worry - if none of these dates works just right for you, our
calendar for 2019 and 2020 has plenty of choices. Call us and secure
space early. There are exciting new options coming up next season.
CI-01
CF-15
CT-04
CT-08
CT-09

DE-03
DN-01
DN-06
DN-07
DN-08
DF-04
DF-07

All Remaining Group Dates for Fall 2018 and Winter 2019
Blackwater Explorer - Available Fall 2018 Group Dates;
Aug. 27, 2018
Sept 3
$5450
- OPEN Floating Bungalow - Rio Negro - Winter 2019 Group Dates;
Feb. 28, 2019
March 7
$4950
- OPEN Rio Travessão Multi-Species Lodge - Fall 2018 Group Dates;
Nov. 23, 2018
Nov. 30
$5450
- OPEN Dec. 14, 2018
Dec. 21
$5450
- OPEN Dec. 28, 2018
Jan. 4, 2019 $5450
- OPEN Group Dates for Fall of 2019
Variety Floating Bungalow - Fall 2019 Group Dates;
Sept. 11, 2019
Sept. 18
$4250
- OPEN Blackwater Explorer - Fall 2019 Group Dates;
Oct. 10, 2019
Sept 3
$5450
- OPEN Nov. 14, 2019
Nov 21
$5450
- OPEN Nov. 21, 2019
Nov 28
$5450
- OPEN Nov. 28, 2019
Dec 5
$5450
- OPEN Floating Bungalow - Rio Negro - Fall 2019 Group Dates;
Oct. 30, 2019
Nov. 6
$4950
- OPEN Nov. 20, 2019
Nov. 27
$4950
- OPEN -

can’t find them then. But we never stop searching for solutions
and last year we found one in a chain of 5 isolated lakes; independent of the floodplain; fishable during our entire season; and
with hungry fish that take lures and flies!
Did I say they take lures and flies? You can bet on it and we
are! (presuming you have at least a basic
ability to deliver a lure). If you don’t
hook up at least once, we’ll refund your
entire trip cost! If you don’t hook up at
least twice or land at least one fish we’ll
give back half the trip cost. How’s that
for a guarantee! A fisheries census of
these lakes shows the total population of
adult arapaima here to be between 1000
and 1200 fish. We think we’re making a
pretty safe bet, so we’ll offer our guarantee here for the entire 2018/2019 season.
Here’s the program. This one-day
trip
is available as an add-on to any
Dave
Acute
Angling trip throughout our entire
Athey,
fishing
season . It is not available to othLaramie,
er anglers. Price per angler is $1250.
WY
Anglers will fish two to a boat with an
English-speaking Brazilian guide. We
prefer to limit access to 2 anglers per day, so dates should be arranged well in advance to be certain you can adjust your travel. If
you already have a trip reserved with us, the arapaima add-on is
available for scheduling immediately.

2018—2020 Trip availability
Acute angling’s
Brazilian Amaz0n

*Note - Available spaces
are shown as of April 19, 2018

Dates NOT listed are full.

Blackwater
Explorer
$4250 - Double Occupancy

- Single Occupancy
Amazon peacock$4750
bass

$4495 - Double Occupancy - $4995 - Private Cabin
#

Returns

Price

Availability

Fall 2018 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces
Aug. 27, 2018

Sept. 3

$5495

- open -

CI3

Sept. 10, 2018

Sept. 17

$5495

- 1 opening -

CI5

Sept. 17, 2018

Sept. 24

$5495

- 2 openings -

CI6

Oct. 1, 2018

Oct. 8

$5495

- 2 openings -

Fall 2018 / Winter 2019 - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces
CN7

Nov. 22, 2018

Nov. 29

$4495

- 3 openings -

CN10

Dec. 13, 2018

Dec. 20

$4495

- 3 openings -

Xmas

Dec. 20, 2018

Dec. 27

$4495

- 4 openings -

D

Price

DE3

Sept. 6, 2019

Sept. 13

$4295

- - open -

DE3

Sept. 13, 2019

Sept. 20

$4295

- 4 openings -

DE4

Sept. 20, 2019

Sept. 27

$4295

- 4 openings -

Bungalow Trip

- Rio Piranima

Sept ‘19

Fall 2019 - Variety

- 1 opening -

CT3

Nov. 16th, 2018

Nov. 23

$5750

- 6 openings -

CT4

Nov. 23rd, 2018

Nov. 30

$5750

- open -

CT5

Nov. 30th, 2018

Dec. 7

$5750

- 4 openings -

CT7

Dec. 14th, 2018

Dec. 21

$5750

- open -

CT9

Dec. 28th, 2018

Jan. 4, 2019

$5750

- open -

CT10

Jan. 4th, 2019

Jan. 11, 2019

$5750

- 6 openings -

CT11

Jan. 11th, 2019

Jan. 18, 2019

$5750

- 5 openings -

CT15

Feb. 8th, 2019

Feb. 15, 2019

$5750

- 2 openings -

Toll-free (866) 832-2987 - Paul Reiss - Ext. 1 or Garry Reiss - Ext. 2
or email us at webmaster@acuteangling.com

Fall 2019 - Multi-Species Variety Trip Schedule

DT2

Oct. 18th, 2019

Oct.. 25

$5750

- open -

DT3

Oct. 25th, 2019

Nov. 1

$5750

- open -

DT4

Nov. 1st, 2019

Nov. 8

$5750

- 6 openings -

DT5

Nov. 8th, 2019

Nov. 15

$5750

- open -

DT6

Nov. 15th, 2019

Nov. 22

$5750

- open -

DT7

Nov. 22nd, 2019

Nov. 29

$5750

- open -

DT8

Nov. 29th, 2019

Dec. 6

$5750

- open -

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

C

Fall 2018/Winter 2019 Season - Rio Negro Basin

CF-5

Nov. 7, 2018

Nov. 14

$4995

- 7 openings -

CF-8

Jan. 10, 2019

Jan. 17

$4995

- 5 openings -

CF10

Jan. 24, 2019

Jan. 31

$4995

- 1 opening -

CF11

Jan. 31, 2019

Feb. 7

$4995

- 6 openings -

D

Availability

2019

Availability

$5750

Fall 2019/Winter 2020 Season - Rio Negro Basin

DF-1

Oct. 9, 2019

DF-4
DF-5

- 4 openings -

Oct. 16

$4995

Oct. 30, 2019

Nov. 6

$4995

- open -

Nov. 6, 2019

Nov. 13

$4995

- 6 openings -

DF-6

Nov. 13, 2019

Nov. 20

$4995

- 2 openings -

DF-7

Nov. 20, 2019

Nov. 27

$4995

- open -

DF10

Jan. 9, 2020

Jan. 16

$4995

- open -

DF11

Jan. 16, 2020

Jan. 23

$4995

- open -

DF12

Jan. 23, 2020

Jan. 30

$4995

- open -

DF14

Feb. 6, 2020

Feb. 13

$4995

- open -

DF15

Feb. 13, 2020

Feb. 20

$4995

- open -

*Note - Dates available for group programs
are denoted with a blue background.

- open -

Fall 19/Winter 20

Returns

Price

Nov. 16

2018/2019

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Nov. 9th, 2018

Fall 2019

Aug. 26, 2019
Sept. 2
$5495
- 1 opening Fall 2019 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces
Sept. 2, 2019
Sept. 9
$5495
- 3 openings Sept. 2, 2019
Sept. 9
$5495
- 3 openings Sept. 30, 2019
Oct. 7
$5495
- 4 openings Sept. 30, 2019
Oct. 7
$5495
- 4 openings Fall 2019/Winter 2020 - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces
Fall 2019/Winter 2020 - Rio Negro Basin - Available Spaces
Oct. 10, 2019
Oct. 17
$4495
- open Oct. 10, 2019
Oct. 17
$4495
- open Nov. 7, 2019
Nov. 14
$4495
- open Nov. 7, 2019
Nov. 14
$4495
- open Nov. 14, 2019
Nov. 21
$4495
- open Nov. 14, 2019
Nov. 21
$4495
- open Nov. 21, 2019
Nov. 28
$4495
- open Nov. 21, 2019
Nov. 28
$4495
- open Nov. 28, 2019
Dec . 5
$4495
- open Nov. 28, 2019
Dec . 5
$4495
- open Dec. 5, 2019
Dec. 12
$4495
- open Dec. 5, 2019
Dec. 12
$4495
- open Dec. 12, 2019
Dec. 19
$4495
- open Dec. 12, 2019
Dec. 19
$4495
- open Dec. 23, 2019
Dec. 30
$4495
- open Dec. 23, 2019
Dec. 30
$4495
- open Dec. 30, 2019
Jan. 8, 2020
$4495
- open Dec. 30, 2019
Jan. 8, 2020
$4495
- open Jan. 8, 2020
Jan. 15
$4495
- open Jan. 8, 2020
Jan. 15
$4495
- open Jan. 29, 2020
Feb. 5
$4495
- open Jan. 29, 2020
Feb. 5
$4495
- open Feb. 12, 2020
Feb. 19
$4495
- open Feb. 12, 2020
Feb. 19
$4495
- open Feb. 19, 2020
Feb. 26
$4495
- 10 openings
Feb. 19, 2020
Feb. 26
$4495
- 10 openings
Feb. 26, 2020
March 4
$4495
- open Feb. 26, 2020
March 4
$4495
- open March 4, 2020
March 11
$4495
- open March 4, 2020
March 11
$4495
- open -

Departs Manaus

2019

Fall 2019 Season - Igapo Aҫu Reserve - Available Spaces

Fall
2019
/ Winter
2020
Season
Fall
2019
/ Winter
2020
Season

DI1
D
DI2
DI2
DI6
DI6
D
D
DN1
DN1
DN5
DN5
DN6
DN6
DN7
DN7
DN8
DN8
DN9
DN9
DN10
DN10
Xmas
Xmas
DN12
DN12
DN13
DN13
DN16
DN16
DN18
DN18
DN19
DN19
DN20
DN20
DN21
DN21

2018 / 2019

CI1

#
CT2

2018 / Winter 2019

C

Departs Manaus

